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Abstract 

The present paper analyzes the financial flows caused by the collection of taxes and other budget payments 
from businesses or other legal entities and individuals who have accounts with commercial banks, fact which amends 
the volume and structure of the execution of public funds, on the whole of public Treasury. 
 The current legislation in Romania establishes the obligation for operators and other taxpayers to pay on their 
own initiative the debts they have to the state1, otherwise,   Ministry of Finance bodies2 are entitled and even obliged to 
undertake forced pursuing these state budget rights applying    forced tracking forms to concerned taxpayers which are 
provided by law. 

In this respect, based on the information provided by its own accounting or tax decisions passed by the tax 
bodies; taxpayers, individuals or legal entities, submit payment documents whether to commercial banks where they 
have opened accounts or to operational units of Treasuries, if they have open available accounts ere, payment 
documents for their debts to the state and,  all those transactions are subject to this research. 
 Along with the cash settlement, the settlement of cashless payments for operators and other taxpayers who 
have bank accounts with commercial banks in order to pay their debts to the state, these can be achieved in three ways: 
on their own initiative; on the basis of payment documents deposited with commercial banks where they have opened 
their accounts on their own initiative; at the customs facilities in the case of  import operations regarding state budget 
obligations connected to the nature of customs duties, excise duties, value added tax and;  thirdly, on the tax authorities 
or customs initiative by forced tracking on the available accounts or other property of the debtor taxpayers. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: State Treasury, public financial flows, cash settlements, cashless settlements; 
 
Clasificare JEL : G28 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Taxpayer’ payment operation triggers an operating cash flow3 that is primarily operated in its fiscal 

management and  in the accounts of the other partner -  the State Treasury, through its accounts, income tax claims 
becoming budgetary income of one of the budgets that are part of general consolidated budget. At the same time "tax 
levies importance lies in the fact that they have the largest share in the financial resources attracted by the state and are 
determined by a set of legal regulations4. 
 What is worth mentioning is whether the reflection in financial accounting of extinguishing obligation 
operation is achieved by means of respecting the principle of accrual, reflecting cashing in Treasury accounts operates 
on the principle of liquidity, the only possible way. 
 The research suggests a new perspective in the theoretical and methodological study of the mechanism and 
fiscal process that usually analyses from the taxpayer’s perspective regarding aspects of debts extinction or, from the 
perspective of debt extinguishing specific to ANAF procedures and rarely analyzing financial flows of the State 
Treasury and its contribution to the execution of tax claims collection. Papers addressing the same issue are not very 
varied, among which we mention the work of the Budget and Public Treasury (Moşteanu Tatiana, 2008 
Ed.Universitară) and Treasury budget system in Romania (Luise Mladen Gh.Manolescu, 2012 Ed. University) and 
Budget and Public Treasury (Marcel Drăcea, Narcis Eduart Mitu, 2012 Ed.Universitaria, Craiova). 

                                                 
1 We will always use the phrase ‘to/towards the state’ in order not to repeat : state budget, social security budget, local budgets, special funds 
budgets, a.s.o. 
2Beginning with the 1st of January, 2004, collecting all budgetary claims representing social contributions from individuals and legal entities is 
provided by the Ministry of Finance through the National Agency for Fiscal Administration  
3 Chirculescu Maria Felicia, Fiscalitatea directă în UE. Abordări teoretice și practice, Ed.Mirton, Timișoara, (2013), pg.99; 
4 Chirculescu Maria Felicia, Fiscalitatea directă în UE. Abordări teoretice și practice, Ed.Mirton, Timișoara, (2013), pg.99; 
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 Taxpayers’ fiscal management and tax administrations of the State are made as functional structures 
specialized to conduct coherent and effective  taxation process steps, involving integrated accounting information 
system of the Treasury. 
 
2. Financial flows resulting from budget revenues on taxpayers’, legal entities’ own initiative, 
by cashless settlement 

 
Given the fact that "in a country's public finances, taxation shall be demarcated as a system of levying and 

collecting taxes through a specialized unit, as well as a consistent set of laws governing the imposition of taxes to 
taxpayers and legal bases and taxes'5, the thought of a coherent mechanism that would ensure the correct placement and 
efficient collection of budget revenues is necessary which is essential and which has led to the establishment collecting 
apparatus of the State Treasury. 
 Budget revenues from taxpayers on their own initiative, is the normal, classical method,  here and everywhere, 
through which taxpayers based on their own accounting, determine their own debts to the state and then pay them. 
 Triggering  financial flow through which taxpayers pay their obligations they have towards the state budget, 
local budget, state social insurance budget and special funds is based on regulated payment instruments (money orders 
to the State Treasury, collection provisions accompanied by a certified copy of the writ of execution, accounting notes 
prepared by the participant on their honor, promissory notes issued by public institutions to guarantee payment of 
certain amounts at a fixed date, card and payment instruments with remote access, such as Internet-banking and home-
banking6 applications etc.), by which the taxpayer has commercial bank where he keeps availabilities transfer from his 
account in the budget concerned. 
 Commercial Bank in the amount shown in the payment order, performs the operation by taking the account 
balance and based on the electronic payment system,  transfers it to the General Account of the State Treasury as the 
sole account amounts will be distributed to beneficiaries7, i.e. general government component budgets and  beneficiary 
operative treasuries opened on behalf of the Central Treasury (TransFonD). Transfer operation in complying with the 
rules imposed by the Central Bank that is all interbank transfer operations to the Treasury to take place only through it 
(TransFonD). In this context, the transfer of funds to the budget in question involves  commercial bank 
branchcommercial bank county subsidiary, if the case, -   National Bank of Romania - where the amount is taken 
from the account of commercial bank county subsidiary and is transferred to the central treasury general account and 
further, documents highlighting the transfer reach the  treasury  and public accounting of counties or Bucharest 
Municipality and then reach operative Treasury8, home of the trader and the budget account to which the payment has 
been made and where the trader has opened their tax position. 
 In the case of settlement obligations to the budgets by corporate taxpayers through cashless payments, the cash 
flow ultimately turns into an "interbank funds transfer" in which banks act as the paying bank (commercial bank) and 
beneficiary bank (Treasury), both with bank transfer accounts at the National Bank of Romania (TransFonD)9. 
 Among the known methods on interbank transfers of funds to the collection and payment of public funds for 
public spending in our country there has been established a method that involves debiting and crediting accounts held at 
the Central Bank. 
 A different situation is represented by the financial flows generated by businesses paying taxes to the state 
budget, local budgets and state social insurance budget and special funds when they (operators) have their accounts 
with the municipal operative treasuries, of  cities, communes and Bucharest sector or with the activity of Treasury and 
Public Accounting in Bucharest. In this situation, the financial resources available in the accounts of traders, opened at 
the operative treasuries rapidly reach operational budget accounts opened with the treasuries and no longer require the 
intervention of the treasury and public accounting work for the county. 
 
 
3. Financial flows due to budget revenues from economic agents through customs 
  

These flows are determined by customs duties, excise duties and value added tax, due to imports, raw 
materials, commodities etc. The obligation and also the right to determine the obligations of economic importers to the 
state budget, for imports, lie with the customs duties. 

                                                 
5 Cernușca Lucian, Interferențe fiscale în contabilitate, Editura Economică, București, 2007, pg.16-17; 
6 Government Decision nr.1253 of 24 October 2003 approving the Methodological Norms for the application of Government Emergency Ordinance 
no.193 / 2002 on the introduction of modern payment systems, published in the Official Gazette of 10 November 2003 nr.790. 
7 ANAF President Order nr.1314 /11.09.2007, the methodology for distributing the amounts paid to the single account, published in the Official 
Gazette nr.658 /26.09.2007 
8 Bucharest sectors Treasuries and Treasury and public accounting activity of Bucharest Municipality fulfill the duties of operative county treasuries 
too. 
9 National Company for Funds Transfer and Settlement - TransFonD as the agent of the National Bank of Romania (Regulation no. 1/3 July 2003 the 
President of the Board of Directors of the National Bank of Romania, published in the Official Gazette no. 506/14 July 2003). 
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 Presenting import documents at the customs, they determine the amount of these obligations, provisionally, 
based on documents, without carrying out a proper clearance, but their introduction to the country is conditional on 
payment of the guarantees for these obligations.   
 Guarantees payment of customs excises, customs duties and value added tax etc. is carried out by operators in 
question by using the same settlement tools: payment orders, etc., as in the case of payment of other debts to the state, 
only the circuit commencing with payer’s commercial bank to the operative treasury unit where the customs have a 
collecting account has the following  route: payer’s commercial bank, a county subsidiary of the involved commercial 
bank Romania's National Central BankCentral Treasury   the county or Bucharest sector Treasury the 
operative treasury  where the customs unit has its open collecting account. 
 On completion of this circuit, the amount paid by the trader has not yet come to be highlighted in the state 
budget; the amount is still for a period of time (until issuance of import) in the unit customs collecting account, but the 
payment in question has already increased the financial resources of the State Treasury. 
 The second circuit is caused by the customs of the interior, which performs the actual import clearance. To 
complete the operation, Customs Border transfers securities lodged at interior customs, where practically the goods go 
through clearance here and only the concrete amount of customs duties, excise, if applicable, and VAT are set at the 
customs office and which are transferred to the state budget and setting any differences, if any, they are payable on the 
spot. 
 If the first circuit includes in its path the National Bank of Romania, with the positive changes of financial 
resources of the Treasury, in total, the second circuit initiated by the customs that provided imports are developed either 
within the Treasury in that county if custom interior is located here or at another county treasury, in which case the 
guarantee follows the transfer route: operative treasury of border customs → originator county public treasury and 
accounting activity→ Central Treasury - through its correspondent accounts - correspondent account treasury activity 
→ operative Treasury operative beneficiary counties where it has logged indoor and customs collector and from here, 
through accounting note book directly to the revenue account of the state budget, budget classification subdivision 
corresponding to those taxes. 
 As a rule, customs do not allow importation without payment in advance of customs guarantees, its payment 
can be made in cash directly to revenue collection account border customs unit, leading to shortness of funds flow of 
funds to budget State amounts reaching the destination, in this case, more operatively. 
  
4. Financial flows caused by budgetary revenue collection and special funds through 
foreclosure procedure 
  

Without insisting too much on the legal requirements to be met and complied with this opportunity and not 
much different from the provisions of the techniques used in other countries such situations are rather complex 
formalities, retaining from among the following:  obligation payment summons , deduction (blocking debtor’s 
accounts), precautionary attachment, seizure wholesale, sale of such goods etc. 
 It is noteworthy that in the case of  financial resources mobilization to the budget, this way, the process is 
cumbersome, time consuming (inconvenient to Treasury, which is facing daily necessities payments); it is done on  
fairly high costs in people, money and time. 
 Forced tracking collection includes either collecting state’s rights directly from taxpayer’s accounts, when 
there is cash or freezing company’s assets or other goods, as described above. 
 If payment is done by tracking the sale of assets, attracting resources to the budget is achieved by transfer or 
cash, depending on how most of those goods were valued, and the stream can take one form or another, cashless or 
cash. 

A special case of state financial resources path formed of forced tracked taxes occurs when taxpayers’ goods 
are valued by auction, and they can be achieved through cash or cashless settlement. According to this, financial flows 
can have a route or another. By submitting the cash resulted of these valorization directly to the operative treasury 
where the tax payer resides the route bypasses this way, resources get faster in possession of treasury and beneficiary 
budget. But if real recovery by cashless financial flows for setting up budget revenues this way requires more time, as 
the route through which cash flow goes, depends on where the headquarters of the commercial bank has its available 
account. 
 With the electronic payment system there will be used both payment instruments in paper (OPHT) and 
Information budgetary debts extinguishing operation is triggered by natural or legal persons taxpayers own initiative or 
following payment orders received from the tax authorities. 
 Taxpayers that highlight state obligations from taxes and social contributions by dual recording (cls.6 ... = 
cls.7 ...) when paying their accounts by transfer debiting class 4 ...accounts and crediting – available bank accounts in 
Class 5 ... etc., financial flows beginning from the taxpayer’s account opened in a commercial bank to the Treasury are 
triggered , which are open to the revenue of the five budgets (state, social security State, local budgets and special 
funds). 
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  This kind of pay-cashing determine interbank settlements between commercial banks of the taxpayer, on the 
one hand, and the State Treasury, the Bank of budgets, on the other hand, settlements which are mediated by the 
National Bank of Romania through TransFond unit. 
  Another kind of settlements that arise between taxpayers and the state budget on payment claims are taxes and 
social contributions payments performed by them from their available accounts opened at the State Treasury units or 
cash at the Treasury desks. 
  These types of payments of taxes do not generate financial flows within the banking system, on the 
one hand, and the State Treasury, on the other hand, only accounting transactions in accounting and fiscal management 
of the State Treasury payers. 
 Therefore, in this section we will describe and analyze the financial flows that occur in the accounts of the 
State Treasury resulting from payments of taxes and social contributions by transfer from commercial banks to the 
Treasury system, the state bank which manages public funds by the state. 
 With the implementation of the electronic payment system; State Treasury as a direct participant, had to obey 
rules specific to the operating system of the National Bank of Romania. 
  State Treasury has created its own system of internal settlement and at the same tim properly adapted its chart 
of accounts and its instructions. 
 This caused changes in both the structure of the two directions of the Ministry of Finance involved in the 
management of General Account of the Treasury and the powers of services within territorial units of the State 
Treasury. 
 On the level of General Directorate of Public Accounting there had to be to set up a new service "Inter-
treasury Settlement Service and Interbank Payments System Relations" which ensures the recording and settlement of 
payment documents in relation to the territorial units of the Central State Treasury and Ministry of Finance. 
 This structure ensures the connection between the work of the county treasury and public accounting and 
interbank payment service and account management Treasury. 
  Interbank Payment Service and the State Treasury Account Management in its turn provides electronic funds 
transfer management both through the SWIFT network (payments / receipts of high value) and the interbank 
communication network (payments / receipts of little value), statements, reports System-, view payments. The 
operations processing is performed by Cash Receipts and Records Service revenues regardless of the amount. 
 At the territorial level it was necessary to reorganize the structures of the territorial treasuries involved in the 
settlement, changes in job descriptions under the new powers. 
 Accounts structure by which recording in the accounts of the State Treasury for collection operations is 
ensured in the electronic payment system: 
a) synthetic account 60 "General Account of the Treasury" with the following synthetic grade II 
60.01 - General Account of the Treasury - low value transactions 
60.02 - General Account of the Treasury - high value transactions 
60.05 - General Account of the Treasury /direct debit /credit; 
60.10 - "Fees payable to NBR according to law " 
b) synthetic account 61 "correspondent account of the State Treasury" with the following synthetic grade II: 
61.01 - correspondent account of the State Treasury - low-value interbank settlements 
61.02 - correspondent account of the State Treasury - high value interbank settlements 
61.03 - correspondent account of the State Treasury -  inter-treasury settlements 
61.04 - correspondent account of the State Treasury - intra-treasury settlements 
61.05. - Correspondent account of the State Treasury – direct debit / credit; 
61.06 - correspondent account of the State Treasury operations - delivery / pick overall current account balance of the 
Treasury 
61.99.01 operations pending clarification - small value; 
61.99.02 operations pending clarification - great value; 
61.99.03 operations pending clarification – inter-treasury; 
61.99.04 operations pending clarification - local. 
c). Synthetic account 62 "Settlements with National Bank of Romania initiated operations" with the following synthetic 
grade II: 
62.01 - Settlements with National Bank of Romania initiated operations - low-value interbank settlements (with 
ongoing analytical accounts county treasuries) 
62.02 - Settlements with National Bank of Romania initiated operations - large-value interbank settlements (with 
ongoing analytical accounts county treasuries) 
d) budget revenue accounts are coded as follows: 
- Accounting code of budget revenues (20 "State budget revenues", 21 "local budget revenues", 22 "state social 
insurance budget revenues", etc.) 
- Chapter budgetary revenue (4 characters) 
- Subsection budget revenue (2 characters) 
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- Taxpayer's tax code (for budget revenue administered by the tax authorities of the Ministry of Finance) or tax code of 
the unit that manages the budgets, in the case of the other budget revenues 
 Example: 
Budget revenue accounts where VAT is charged opened at the State Treasury are encoded in the following structure: 
1. for the amounts of VAT on domestic transactions,  the accounts are opened on the taxpayers' fiscal code (account 
code structure is opened at the State Treasury): 
20.13.01.06. xxxxxxx "Revenue from VAT on domestic transactions" in which 20 = symbol L account - revenues of 
the state budget -; Chapter 13.01 = budget revenues - VAT -; 06 = section for budgetary revenues - VAT charged for 
domestic operations; xxxxxxx = tax code of the taxpayer) 
2. the amounts of VAT on imported goods, due to customs, tax code accounts are open customs unit that is due to the 
amount (account code structure opened at the State Treasury is 20.13.01.07.xxxxxxx "Revenues from VAT on import 
goods ", in which 20 = symbol L account - revenues of the state budget -; 13.01 = Chapter of budget revenues - VAT -; 
07 = subsection budget revenue - VAT charged on imports of goods; xxxxxxx = tax code of the  customs unit) . 
 Payment documents in electronic format (payment instructions) are actually paper format transposed in an 
electronic message. Payment document on paper (OPHT) will operate only between client / public institution and 
treasury operations in which they have their accounts, and serves as a supporting document from / public institution (as 
payer) to be paid a  and simultaneously supporting document for the State Treasury to be debited the client's account. 
 Payment documents in electronic format (payment instructions) are to be transmitted in electronic system 
under the form of files between participants in the electronic payments system. 
 Settlements technique  in the case of budget revenues collected in the electronic payment system could be explained, in 
summary form as it follows: 

a) On The Ministry of Public Finance level: 
  Collecting documents, in the form of files received from TRANSFOND through interbank payment and State 
Treasury account management service shall be accounted for by the inter-treasury Service settlement relations and 
interbank payments system. Subsequently files containing payment instructions are transmitted to treasury and 
county public accounting units that are simultaneously notified by e-mail about the transmission of documents. 
b) At the level of the county treasury and public accounting 
Files containing payment instructions received from the Ministry of Finance are downloaded on settlement 
accounts in TREZOR application, after which the files containing payment instructions grouped according to their 
operative subordinated treasuries are transmitted by electronic mail. 
c) In the operative treasuries: 
 In the case of receipts by transfer operational treasuries of the counties receive from the  business and county 
public accounting treasury actifity by LOTUS NOTES application, the files containing receipts by transfer which 
are recorded in the revenue budget or availability accounts of the appropriate public institutions . 
 Files received will be grouped by category of revenues, respectively, local revenues; long distance revenues; 
receipts of little value; collections of great value. 
 Files received from treasury and accounting activities comprise in addition to the District Public receipts and 
returns to payments initiated by other operational units of the State Treasury. 
For each category of receipts there will be received: 
- A file with all the documents of collecting operations; 
- A pdf extension file that includes a summary (report) file with the operations existing in the operations file. 
 The list includes the total number of documents received and their total amount. 
 If the files have fully arrived at their destination, the operational beneficiary treasuries transmit treasury 
activity and county public accounting a confirmation of their receiving. 
Receivable operations budget flow: 
a) In the case of payments ordered by the taxpayers from bank accounts: 
commercial banks. 
b) In the case of payments ordered by the taxpayer in the State Treasury accounts of budget revenues in accounts 
opened at the State Treasury units in other counties (inter treasury payments) 
c) In the case of payments ordered by the taxpayer from Treasury accounts opened in budget revenue accounts 
opened at the State Treasury units in the same county ( intra-treasury payments): 
Recording of budgetary debts collected by transfer from  economic entities  accounts with commercial banks. 
 

5. Transactions recorded on inter-treasury settlement Service level and  interbank payments 
relation system: 
  

Inter-treasury Settlement Service and interbank payments relation system receives in electronic system  documents 
regarding collection system, taxation documents from UMTS  interbank payment service and Treasury account 
management for example and ensures their provision for beneficiary county treasury and public accounting  together 
with account statements that reflect transactions. These operations shall be accounted for as follows: 
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a) For low-value receipts (amounts less than 50.000 RON): 
 Revenue collection from BCR for economic agents based in Arad, to Department of Treasury and Public Accounting 
dated 12.05.2006 Arad is recorded (Arad county code = 365): 

60.01.TREZ 365                                 =                                  365 61.01.TREZ 
  "General Account of the Treasury       '' correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
      - Low value transactions                    - transactions of small value 
      - Analytical DTCP Arad   County      - analytical DTCP of Arad county 
                                             and simultaneously: 
61.01.TREZ 365                                      =                             61.01.TREZ000 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury      '' correspondent account of the State              
    Treasury" 
      - Low value transactions                                 - transactions of small value 
      - Analytical DTCP Arad   County                   - Analytical  Settlements Service 
 
b) For high-value receipts (amounts over 50,000 RON): 
Revenue collection from Banc Post for economic agents based in Arad subordinated to the Department of Treasury 
and Public Accounting Arad is recorded (Arad county code = 365): 
60.02. TREZ 365                                          =                       61.02.TREZ365 
"General Account of the Treasury ''              correspondent account of the State     
   Treasury" 
-high  value  transactions                                 - high value operations 
 - Analytical DTCP of Arad County       - analytical DTCP of Arad county.  
                                            and simultaneously 
61.02.TREZ365                                    =                              61.02.TREZ000 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury   '' correspondent account of the State     
     Treasury" 
- high value transactions                           - high value transactions 
- Analytical DTCP of Arad County     - Analytical Settlements Service 
Transactions that are recorded at the public county treasury and accounting level where the beneficiary 
treasury is headquartered: 
a) For low-value collections: 
The receipt of the amount from BCR for economic agents based in Arad and distributed to Arad Treasury dated 
15.05.2015 is recorded (365 = Arad county code): 
61.01.TREZ000                                       =                            61.01. TREZ365 
“Correspondent account of the State Treasury “    “Correspondent account of the State Treasury” 
- Low value transactions                                       - low value  transactions 
- Analytical Service Settlement                            - Analytical DTCP of Arad County 
b) For high-value collections: 
The receipt of the amount from Banc Post   for economic agents based in Arad and distributed to Lipova Treasury 
is recorded  (Arad county code = 365) 
61.02.TREZ365                                       =                            368 61.02.TREZ 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury"               "Correspondent account of the State Treasury  " 
- high value transactions                                                     - high value operations 
- Analytical  Settlement Service                                         - Analytical DTCP of Arad County 

 
Transactions that  are recorded at the operative State Treasury, high or low value transactions: 
                              %                                                          =                     20 "State budget revenues" 
                           61.01. 
  "Correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
  - Low value transactions 
                           61.02. 
  "Correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
- High value transactions 
 
Recording of budgetary revenues received by transfer from the economic entities / public institutions account opened 
with the State Treasury 
Inter-treasury settlelents 
With the electronic payment system that category of operations is presented in three distinct situations: 
- Operational units of the State Treasury from different counties; 
- Operational units of the State Treasury within a district; 
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- Treasury of Bucharest districts or between units of the State Treasury in the county. 
 
Settlement between operational units of the State Treasury from different counties 
1. Transactions that are recorded in the originator treasury unit (payments from the  budget expenditures account , 
availability account , for taxes payment, contributions and other budgetary revenues): 
It is recorded the  payment by the Child Protection Department  a building tax for a building in Alba County;  the 
public institution that has an account opened at the  operative Treasury in Arad. 
 
23.60.01.02                                             =                     61.03.TREZ366 
"The state budget expenditures ''                     correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
- Analytical D.T.C.P.of Arad  County                             -  Inter-treasury Settlements 
 
 Transactions that are recorded at the activity level of the county treasury and public activity (Arad) in which 
the originator Treasury is headquartered (from receipt of payment from the State Treasury originator) is to be 
registered: 
61.03.                                                           =                61.03.TREZ000 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury       ''' Correspondent account of the State     
    Treasury" 
 - Inter-treasury settlements                                          - inter-treasury settlements  
- Analytical  Operative and Initiative Treasury            - Analytical  Settlements 
       Service (Treasury operative Arad) 
Transactions that are recorded at Inter-treasury Service and Interbank Payment System  Relations of the General 
Directorate of Public Accounting (On receipt of payment from the treasury business and public activity where the 
originator treasury is headquartered). 
61.03.TREZ000                                                  =              61.03. 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury ''              ''Correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
- Inter-treasury settlements                                               - inter-treasury  settlements 
- Analytical  Settlement Service                                       - Analytical DTCP of Arad County 
                                        and simultaneously: 
 61.03.                                                =                               61.03.TREZ000 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury ''       '' Correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
 - Inter-treasury settlements                                              -  inter-treasury settlements  
- Analytical DTCP of Alba county                                   - Analytical Settlements Service 
  
                          At the beneficiary County Treasury (Alba County): 
 61.03.TREZ000                                     =                         61.03. 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury ''       ''Correspondent account of the State  Treasury" 
- Inter-treasury settlements                                                - inter-treasury  settlements  
- Analytical Settlement Service -                                       - analytical  operative treasury of .Alba Iulia Municipality  
Transactions that are recorded at the receiving Treasury  (from receipt of the DTCP collection of Alba county operative 
Treasury municipality. Alba Iulia accounting treatment will be): 
61.03.TREZ201                                                =              21.02 
 "Correspondent account of the State Treasury"         "Local budget revenues" 
- Inter-treasury settlement                                                 - analytical building tax 
- Analytical D.T.C.P. of  Alba county 
 
Intra-treasury  Settlements (same county treasuries) 
In the category of intra-treasurysettlements belong settlement operations between: 
 operational  treasury units within the same county 
 
a1) transactions that are recorded at the originator treasury unit: 
We record spending payment from the School Inspectorate of Arad municipality ascribed to operative Treasury of Arad 
County  for tax on wages for school staff in Lipova. 
23.57.01.02.                                           =                     61.04. 
"The state budget expenditures ''       “Correspondent account of the State Treasury" 
                                                                       - Settlement within one county 
                                                                       - Analytical D.T.C.P. the county. Arad 
 
    a2) transactions that are recorded at  DTCP Arad county level: 
      61.04.                                                  =                  61.04. 
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"Correspondent account of the State Treasury '' “ correspondent account of the State      
    Treasury" 
- One county settlements                             - settlements within one county 
- Analytical D.T.C.P.of Arad county    - analytical operative beneficiary treasury (Lipova) 
 
a3) transactions that are recorded at the receiving treasury unit: 
 61.04.                                                     =                       20.06.01.02 
"Correspondent account of the State Treasury"           "State budget revenues" 
- One county settlement                                                  - analytical payroll tax 
- Analytical D.T.C.P. of Arad County 
 
 
 financial flows resulting from tax payment of tax within intra-operative Treasury. 
 In order to reflect such flows in the accounts, electronic payment system is not used as there is no change in 
public funds  of the Treasury, the flow causing only simple accounting operations, such as a tax on profits, by a 
correspondent of the Treasury who has opened an account with that operative treasury unit 
  50.69.                                              =                                         20 
  "Economic entities availabilities"                                "State budget revenues" 
                                                                                            - Analytical tax 
 
6. Financial flows determined by the cash collection of tax receivables from legal entities and 
individuals and their reflection in the accounts of the State Treasury 
  

In the operative treasuries of cities, communes, districts of Bucharest and Bucharest flow of receipts and any 
cash refunds of budget revenues and special funds is done according to the way the respective Treasury is organized, 
namely: 
 through cash receipts, cash payments and keeping cash in the treasury cashier; 
 through  cash receipts, because there is no cash payments and cash-hoard - to preserve the cash. 
 On the occasion of cash collection of receivables and special funds budget, there are two main groups of 
payers, according to which public treasuries cash activities are organized, as it follows: 
 the first group of payers is that of economic operators and public institutions, legal persons that pay  the debts to the 
state in cash receipts directly  to counters of operative treasuries; 
 the second group of contributors are individuals and family associations who can pay taxes as it follows: 
 special collecting cashiers organized near operative treasuries, running operations  on behalf of the public finances 
administrations, particularly in towns and cities; 
 tax agents (referrers), cashiers mates  (communes and cities), which in  their turn deposit the received proceeds to the 
operative treasuries that are distributed in proximity to the areas they serve. 
 In order to properly operate the business of the treasury cash and cash receipts there is mandatory to correctly 
and up-to-date lead accounting operations in order to reflect at any time and accurately the existence and movement of 
cash and other values managed  by the staff of state Treasury. 
It is also necessary torigorously apply and respect the rules on storing, transporting and guarding cash and other values 
to ensure their integrity. 

a) Financial flows determined by the cash collection of budget revenues  
extra budgetary and special funds from taxpayers, individuals and legal entities, in Treasuriesthat posess cash-

receipts, cash payments and the treasury cashiers 
 Because of more substantial fees, which have increased in recent years by 5-6 times, that commercial banks 
charg for transactions that taxpayers paid into the account by cashless settlement, a growing part of them prefer to pay 
cash taxes by depositing it directly into treasuries operative desks. It should be noted however that the process of 
collecting financial resources of the state, with positive results in terms of efficiency registration of these funds in 
budget accounts recipient has negative effects, including large volume of work that it involves handling cash, further 
evidence, without adding the costs of the issuance of banknotes and minting metal coin etc. needed for these 
operations. In countries with a developed economy, this method of collecting the budgetary income is almost entirely 
eliminated and this is something that our country must aspire to. 

 Cash deposits by businesses, public institutions and other legal entities and individuals that have debts to the 
state is based on "payment sheet" which contains necessary data concerning the depositor tax code, budget beneficiary, 
amount and so on and sort of tax or fee, in exchange for deposited cash the operative treasury releases a receipt. During 
payment by cash taxes and record revenue collection compartment checks: 
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legal basis that established paying those  taxes; 
 the rules in force on properly paying taxes on Budgets components and their correct classification according to 
budgetary classification subdivisions after their origin; 
 a correct determination of synthetic accounts by type of income, as well as the analytical ones according to 
payers. 
 After collecting and recording revenue the department found that documents are properly prepared for cash 
deposit, deposit operation is outlined in cash receipts journal that day, and, as previously stated a receipt is released 
to the depositor, after which they are given to cashier to complete the transaction. 
 
b) Financial flows determined by the cash collection of budgetary debts from taxpayers, individuals and legal 
entities, oe treasuries that have organized cash receipts but do not have cash payments and treasure-houses. 
 Treasuries held operative by serving a small number of public institutions and therefore have no significant 
cash payments, do not have cash payments nor treasury cashiers in order to preserve cash. 
 In this situation, collection of taxes, including income refunds by public institutions and various taxpayers is 
performed by a commercial bank in the locality where the requested cash flows or other public institutions where 
treasury has opened an account at that bank available for practical operations. 
 Treasuries that do not  have organized operative cash payments and treasury cashiers and perform only cash 
receipts from operators, public institutions and individuals or family associations by following the same rules as if 
they are made through treasuries which houses collections organized , cash payments and the treasury cashiers, but 
at the end of each day, all proceeds shall be deposited in the operative commercial bank approved by the Ministry 
of Finance in the village. In this regard, the cashier collector based on cash collection documents, draws up the 
necessary documents for submission to the commercial bank cashier,  releasing for the deposited cash a receipt, as 
cash document  for treasury cashier. 
 Collecting taxes and other debts that tax payers  - individuals and family  associations located in communes 
and small towns have, where it is not yet organized payers’ records on electronic  basis, this is performed through 
tax agents, cashiers mates or remizieri receipt books based on "static", which contain the necessary  data for such 
operations. 
 In order to limit cash payments it has been stipulated that  the date when the obligations are extinguished for 
payments made by bank, is the date when banks debit the payer's account on the basis of specific instruments 
settlement, confirmed by the stamp and signature of its authorized and not the effective date of receipt of those 
amounts corresponding to budgetary accounts. 

This provision, however, has not led to a substantial reduction in cash payments, due to the high costs 
generated by the bank for payment of budget debts incurred by transfer of bank accounts or postal orders. 

Due to the large volume of cash payments, the Treasury collects by their desks only the amounts of taxes, fees, 
social security contributions and other budget revenues administered by the Ministry of Finance through the  
National Agency for Fiscal Administration. 
 Cash amounts related to income and revenues of the local budgets of public institutions regardless of 
subordination, is collected by cashiers own administrative-territorial units or public institutions which are entitled 
to income, as applicable. 

The purpose of paying budgetary obligations to the State Treasury, in cash, is that taxpayers are advised by the 
revenue department employees and revenue records, which ensures both the correct classification of income that is 
paid, according to sources and divisions of budget classification and preparation to collect receipts taxes, fees and 
contributions. 
 Budget revenues paid in cash at the cash desks of the Treasury shall be accounted for as follows: 
-  an operator at the cashier Treasury of Arad  county pays the following taxes: 
- Tax on income from wages 
- CAS payable by employer 
Registration  to operative Treasury accounting of Arad county  is: 
10 "Cash"                   =                         20 "State budget revenues" 
                                                              - Analytical payroll tax; 
10 " Cash"                   = 22 "State budget revenues" 
                                   - Analytical social security contribution payable by the employer 

After payment of taxes and contributions made by taxpayers were made in the accounts of the State Treasury, 
analytically developed on the five budgets, public finance indicators and classification payers, such data and 
information are to be transmitted, on the one hand, through a fiscal management information system (sheet payer) 
organized by the territorial administrations of public finances, and on the other hand, to the financial-accounting of 
the general directorates of public finance in order to highlight the double registration extinguishing budgetary 
claims. 
 As shown above, the state has achieved its goals with the utmost speed the collection of his rights by 
implementing Electronic Payment System and also managed to create accounting information flows that would 
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allow a permanent control and effective decision-making basis on public sector settlements indicators based on the 
classification of public finances. 

From a conceptual point of view, however, we find a number of drawbacks that  lie in the fact that while the 
State Treasury accounts is placed on an counting principle, public accounting of which it is part of comply with 
accrual (accrual), which does not provide a conceptual unit. 

The same point is noticed from the perspective of source of budget revenues that are largely fiscal in taxes and 
that the accounts of the taxpayer are also highlighted on the principle of commitment. 
 These findings show that pragmatic work legally Treasury fulfills its tasks for which it was created, but there 
are a number of conceptual inaccuracies. 

Introducing the electronic payment system in public financial sector has a number of advantages if we 
consider only the information age change, ie achieving a time interbank settlement which may be reduced to a few 
seconds, plus the time required for processing to the bank partner to credit the partner account. 
 Another effect of the introduction of SEP is to reduce errors and time needed to perform corrections. 
Documents drawn up with mistakes do not reach the beneficiary operative treasuries, they are returned by the 
County Treasury and Public Accounting, operatives which were only informed of the return. And on the other 
hand there was established a decreased number of  erroneous operations cases  resulting in accurate and rapid 
realization of budget income. 

Another result of the implementation of the electronic system is established on the cost line, they decreased 
due to the reduction of staff salary payments process information submitted on paper and paper consumption and 
other accessories. 

Given the development of electronic settlement nationally a solution that would accelerate the pace of 
supplying additional resources in the public sector should be included in this system of taxpayers through online 
payment of tax liabilities. 

 
7. Financial flows generated by  repayment of taxes and contributions paid in excess 
  

There are times when, for whatever reason, taxpayers pay state taxes in an amount greater than what you 
actually owe, occasions when in the tax records that fact is recorded as such. Those in this situation are entitled 
either to demand repayment of amounts overpaid or to request tax authority to compensate with other current or 
future debt that the taxpayer may have. 

The refund of taxes paid by some taxpayers determines reverse financial flows to the constitution to collect 
taxes. The restitution cases result in a decrease of financial resources in the current account of the State Treasury at 
the National Bank of Romania, but pluses compensation to certain taxes recorded in other liabilities on taxpayers 
do not determine a change in the total financial resources of the Treasury current account opened at National Bank 
of Romania but they can possibly can produce changes in the budgets affected. 
 Restitution or compensation of pluses with other debts that taxpayers have shall be based on requests made by 
those tax authorities in whose jurisdiction they are domiciled or registered or where payment was made, as 
appropriate, after checking and finding the requested , provide compensation or restitution performance as  
required. 
 In the case of a refund of taxes based on approvals given by the fiscal authorities as treasury performs 
operative synthetic revenue transfers from the account of the state budget or local budget in the taxpayer's cash 
account which was recorded positively (treasury operational or commercial bank, according to the place where he 
has logged in). 

Financial flows caused by reimbursement from the State Treasury to taxpayers of taxes collected in addition 
determine financial flows reverse to those formed and decrease, as previously stated, public financial resources 
under the current account of the State Treasury. 
 As in the case of refunds for taxes paid in excess by cashless payments, taxpayers are entitled to demand 
reimbursement amounts in this situation in cash also. 

Demand for cash refund is filed with the state department of revenue management within the public finance 
administrations, which comprises the same elements as in the case of refunds by cashless payments. Also, the 
whole methodology and conditions set out in refunds by transfer must be respected and fulfilled here. 
 In this situation, the department of revenue receipts and evidence based on documents approved by appropriate 
bodies, shall make a payment order for restitution, which is transmitted by internal cash payments under the 
treasury department. 

When receiving receipt of the payment order, the cashier checks the conditions of paying by this form after 
signing by the applicant for repayment, cashier issues the amount in the document. 
 After the release of the amount, the payment order concerned is highlighted in the  "cash log" payments in 
cash income back then separated from the other categories of payments simultaneously performed the operation on 
debit account that budget revenue "supported" this refund. 
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 If the cash refund for overpaid taxes required by the treasury unit, which is not organized with house payments 
and cash-treasure chamber approved documentation is retained on revenue collection and recording will be issued 
by commercial bank which runs mandate operation only based on document to withdraw cash. 
After collecting cash by treasury cashier, it sends it by post to those entitled to return it directly under signature. 
 It is similarly done for refunds in cash plus taxes collected by tax agents, tellers and reviser mates, after the 
preparation and approval of the documents, according to the same methodology described, cash collection agent 
collects the approved for a cash refund operative - if it is organized at home or paying a commercial bank in the 
running operation mandate on behalf of the Treasury, then sends it to the taxpayer concerned. 

 
5. Conclusion  
 

          Among the functions it fulfills, public treasury’s  generally hardest and the most difficult is collecting public  
funds. therefore, ensuring the necessary working tools, adequate legislation and general working conditions of whic
State Treasury units should benefit, represents a load factor of primordial responsibility of the State, and the exte
which these conditions are ensured depends properly performing this important function that the Treasury has. 
 Of course, to this attribute of the Treasury,  many other factors compete and influences that are not always out
of reach of the factors responsible for the Treasury, but according to  ensuring these minimal conditions largely
depends on the extent to which the Treasury manages to collect entitlements established in the state of public
finance. 
 Moreover, according to the Romanian legislation in the field, it was ordered that all claims of the five budgets 
(state, local, state social insurance, health and unemployment) and their accessories are collected by the National
Tax Administration Agency, thinking it would probably be more effective debt collection by a single state organized 
rather than three, four bodies, as it was proceed before.
 Summarizing its findings along the streams of this research conducted on the public financial system of the
State Treasury on coverage and extinguishing budgetary claims in particular those of a fiscal nature of the state, they 
can be carried on payer’s own initiative, on the basis of payment deposited with commercial banks where they have
their accounts open. Settlement of obligations businesses and other taxpayers in this way is made for debts like tax, 
value added tax, excise tax on salary income, local taxes, state social insurance contribution, unemployment
contribution, the National Fund contribution to health insurers and other payers concerned claims that they have 
highlighted their names to  tax units they belong to. 
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